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2normalize observed spectrum (optional)
read observed spectrum from observation file
start big loop over i model populations
normalize j spectra of i-th model population (optional)
start small loop over j ages of i-th model population
end small loop over j ages of i-th model population






























set observation vector:   
set errors vector of observations:   
set weights:   
read j spectra of i-th model population:   
calculate j     values for i-th model population
write min.     of i-th model population to output file
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calculate j     values for i-th model population
start big loop over i model populations
end small loop over j ages of i-th model population









































write min.     of i-th model population to output file
read j colour sets of i-th model population:   
search output file for over-all min.    
set weights:   
start small loop over j ages of i-th model population
set errors vector of observations:   
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read (and optionally normalize) observed spectrum
start big loop over i model subsets
read (and optionally normalize) model spectra
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start small loop over j ages of i-th model subset
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read (and optionally normalize) observed spectrum
f ε σ -2
start nested loops over all model subsets
,
read (and optionally normalize) model spectra
Fjset model matrix:   
B = F  P f
T
, N = F  P F
T
, Q = N x = Q B , v = F x - f
build top ten ranking for       m0
end nested loops over all model subsets
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